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The Two Faces of Tomorrow 1997
by the mid 21st century technology had become much too complicated for humans to handle and the computer network that had grown up
to keep civilization from tripping over its own shoelaces was also beginning to be overwhelmed something had to be done as a solution
raymond dyer s project developed the first genuinely self aware artificial intelligence code name spartacus but could spartacus be trusted
to obey its makers and if it went rogue could it be shut down as an acid test spartacus was put in charge of a space station and
programmed with a survival instinct dyer and his team had the job of seeing how far the computer would go to defend itself when they tried
to pull the plug dyer didn t expect any serious problems to arise in the experiment unfortunately he had built more initiative into spartacus
than he realized and a superintelligent computer with a high dose of initiative makes a dangerous guinea pig

未来の二つの顔 1983-04-01
ハードＳＦの第一人者ホーガンが卓越した科学知識を傾けて描くコンピューターＳＦ レイモンド ダイアー博士は ニューヨーク市立大学で人工知能の研究をしていたが 月面の工事現場で起きた重大な事件のために その研究の中断を申し渡された コンピューター
が誤った判断を下したため 五人の人間が危うく殺されるところだったのだ 人工知能研究の重要性を信ずるダイアーは コンピューター管理システムの安全性を確かめるべく 宇宙空間に植民地として建造された巨大宇宙ステーションにおける壮大な規模のシミュレー
ションを提案した

The Two Faces of Liberalism 2006
like the ancient roman god janus globalization has two faces one benign and the other malign in this comprehensive and authoritative book
dilip k das fills a gap in the literature by examining both aspects of the contemporary phase of economic globalization because globalization
has had both welfare enhancing propitious consequences as well as detrimental ones it has become an acutely contentious subject matter
among both scholarly and public policy making communities contemporary globalization cannot be studied without a balanced treatment of
both facets the author provides precisely that covering large thematic areas of the global economy and globalization through the channels
of trade financial flows attention to newly emerging trends as well as historical perspective neither overly technical nor highly model
oriented this accessible book will be of great interest to scholars students and other readers interested in a broad and balanced view of
globalization

Two Faces of Globalization 2009-01-01
since its formation in 1932 saudi arabia has been ruled by two interdependent families the al sa uds control politics and the descendants of
ibn abd al wahhab impose wahhabism a violent fanatical perversion of the pluralistic islam practiced by most muslims stephen schwartz
argues that wahhabism vigorously exported with the help of saudi oil money is what incites palestinian suicide bombers osama bin laden
and other islamic terrorists throughout the world schwartz reveals the hypocrisy of the saudi regime whose moderate facade conceals state
sponsored repression and terrorism he also raises troubling questions about wahhabi infiltration of america s islamic community and about
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u s oil companies sanitizing saudi arabia s image for the west this sharp analysis and eye opening expose illuminates the background to the
september 11th terrorist attacks and offers new approaches for u s policy toward its closest ally in the middle east

The Two Faces of January 1966
the democratic imagination is facing significant challenges these challenges involve not only deep philosophical questions about the core
values of democracy but also pressing practical issues related to how we should understand and confront the rise of right wing
authoritarian populism what should our stance be as defenders of democratic life the two most prominent efforts to orient us here are the
deliberative and agonistic models of democracy the former emphasizes reasoned discussion but some worry that this exclusive focus
overlooks structures of injustice that distort civil deliberation the latter prioritizes contestation and conflict but its proponents struggle to
explain why this prime orientation to defeating political opponents will not also corrode our commitment to normative democratic restraints
like fairness this book develops an understanding of the moral core of democracy in doing so it illuminates how these two faces of
democratic life the deliberative and agonistic each has a significant but constrained role to play in a more capacious comprehension of
what our democratic commitments require of us the communicative model of democracy we propose provides better grounds for facing the
challenges of contemporary anti democratic movements than either the deliberative or agonistic models alone

The Two Faces of Islam 2003-09-09
from the chinese exclusion act of 1882 to the immigration act of 1924 to japanese american internment during world war ii the united
states has a long history of anti asian policies but lon kurashige demonstrates that despite widespread racism asian exclusion was not the
product of an ongoing national consensus it was a subject of fierce debate this book complicates the exclusion story by examining the
organized and well funded opposition to discrimination that involved some of the most powerful public figures in american politics business
religion and academia in recovering this opposition kurashige explains the rise and fall of exclusionist policies through an unstable and
protracted political rivalry that began in the 1850s with the coming of asian immigrants extended to the age of exclusion from the 1880s
until the 1960s and since then has shaped the memory of past discrimination in this first book length analysis of both sides of the debate
kurashige argues that exclusion era policies were more than just enactments of racism they were also catalysts for u s asian cooperation
and the basis for the twenty first century s tightly integrated pacific world

The Two Faces of Democracy 2023
sophocles oedipus tyrannus is the most famous of ancient tragedies and a literary masterpiece it is not however the only classical
dramatization of oedipus quest to discover his identity between four and five hundred years after sophocles play was first performed seneca
composed a fine but neglected and often disparaged latin tragedy on the same subject which in some ways comes closer to our common
understanding of the oedipus myth now modern readers can compare the two versions in new translations by frederick ahl balancing poetry
and clarity yet staying scrupulously close to the original texts ahl s english versions are designed to be both read and performed and are
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alert to the literary and historical complexities of each in approaching sophocles anew ahl is careful to preserve the richly allusive nature
and rhetorical power of the greek including the intricate use of language that gives the original its brilliant force for ahl seneca s tragedy is
vastly and intriguingly different from that of sophocles and a poetic masterpiece in its own right seneca takes us inside the mind of oedipus
in ways that sophocles does not making his inner conflicts a major part of the drama itself in his soliloquies and asides two faces of oedipus
opens with a wide ranging introduction that examines the conflicting traditions of oedipus in greek literature the different theatrical worlds
of sophocles and seneca and how cultural and political differences between athenian democracy and roman imperial rule affect the nature
and conditions under which the two tragedies were composed this book brings two dramatic traditions into conversation while providing
elegant accurate and exciting new versions of sophocles and seneca s tragedies

Two Faces of Exclusion 2016-09-02
during my 33 years in the united states i wrote around two dozen essays in english for my hobbies and my school projects these essays
reflected my view of philosophy politics and human rights of the time today i have reviewed them and selected 16 essays for this book two
faces of life why did i choose this title i thought that everybody might have two faces one for the real person as same as the front of a medal
and one for the hidden side where there are secret thoughts and goings on

Two Faces of Oedipus 2008
over the past two decades increased criminal and state violence has profoundly transformed everyday life in mexico in the two faces of fear
ana villarreal draws on two years of qualitative fieldwork conducted during a major turf war in monterrey mexico to trace the far reaching
impact of fear and violence on social ties daily practices and everyday spaces villarreal brings two seemingly contradictory faces of fear
into focus its ability to both isolate and concentrate people and resources deepening inequality while all residents of one of mexico s largest
metropolises confronted new threats the most privileged leveraged vastly unequal resources to spatially concentrate and defend one
municipality more fiercely than the rest within this defended city business nightlife and public space thrived at the expense of the greater
metropolis the book puts forth a new approach to the study of emotion and provides tangible evidence of how quickly fear worsens
inequality beyond mexico and the war on drugs

Two Faces of Life 2008-11-19
half of the uk population will receive a diagnosis of cancer at some point in their lives and most people will know someone who has been
affected by this complex disease drawing from her three personal experiences with cancer alongside her professional experience as a
counsellor and personal coach rebecca brazier chronicles her journey through diagnosis treatment and recovery when talking about cancer
we tend to think about the physical side effects of treatment although medical advances are saving and extending lives less consideration is
given to the emotional and psychological trauma which cancer creates the two faces of cancer describes and addresses this trauma and
explores why cancer is difficult to recover from both personally and within society it describes the devastation and powerful feelings cancer
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created for rebecca and how she channelled these to create a meaningful life it also draws from rebecca s professional knowledge to
analyse the emotional and psychological impact of cancer and to suggest routes to recovery

The Two Faces of Fear 2024-04-23
this book shows that constitutional courts exercise direct and indirect power on political branches through decision making the first face of
judicial power is characterized by courts directing political actors to implement judicial decisions in specific ways the second face leads
political actors to anticipate judicial review and draft policies accordingly the judicial political interaction originating from both faces is
herein formally modeled a cross european comparison of pre conditions of judicial power shows that the german federal constitutional
court is a well suited representative case for a quantitative assessment of judicial power multinomial logistic regressions show that the
court uses directives when evasion of decisions is costly while accounting for the government s ability to implement decisions causal
analyses of the second face of judicial power show that bills exposed to legal signals are drafted accounting for the court these findings re
shape our understanding of judicialization and shed light on a silent form of judicialization

The Two Faces of Cancer 2018-12-04
now a major motion picture starring viggo mortenson and kirsten dunst by the bestselling author of the talented mr ripley carol and
strangers on a train the original the best the gloriously twisted queen of suspense mark billingham the no 1 greatest crime writer the times
i m a huge fan sarah waters two men meet in the picturesque backstreets of athens chester macfarlane is a conman with multiple false
identities near the end of his rope and on the run with his young wife colette rydal keener is a young drifter looking for adventure he finds
it in one evening as the law catches up to chester and colette and their fates become fatally entwined patricia highsmith draws us deep into
a cross european game of cat and mouse in this masterpiece of suspense from the bestselling author of the talented mr ripley

The Two Faces of A Bag Poet 2021-04-17
leonard c garrett sr was born may 17 1930 to parents sharecropping a 40 acres slave plot given his mother s parents when they were freed
from slavery forced from the farm by the ku klux klan his parents fled to tampa florida an avid reader he learned that outside the southern
states for those with hope america offered opportunity and through shared sacrifice a better america for the generation that follows he quit
high school and joined the air force moved his parents out of the projects and set out to achieve his american dream retiring from the air
force he joined a major bank as a junior executive and at age fifty four had achieved an american dream never believed possible the
election of 1980 had unleashed the wealthy greedy corrupt and the politically powerful from the bonds of shared sacrifice and empowered
conservative ideology driven southern states to roll back supreme court decisions and laws guaranteeing civil rights of black and latino
americans he was harvested convicted and sentenced to prison for crimes fabricated by the us attorney covered up by a fraudulent
judgment on appeal denied access to the court to seek redress and was held falsely imprisoned for 10 years all covered up by a corrupt
conservative criminal justice system today at age 81 garrett is among the millions of americans driving past gated communities into cities
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with closed factories boarded up homes and neighborhoods of unemployed elderly and less advantaged americans suffering the question
what happened to the american that we sacrificed so much to make great

The Two Faces of Judicial Power 2014-04-10
on may 1st 1998 professor p w pestman retired from academic teaching his contributions to the field of papyrology are well known he has
continually stressed the importance of egyptian sources for the study of greek and roman egypt and the importance of studying the greek
and egyptian documentation together in context indeed he has been among the first to link the formerly separate greek and egyptian
documentation establishing modern papyrological practice he has thus given an egyptian face to graeco roman society to complement the
greek face that had previously dominated papyrology the present volume contains twelve contributions by members and alumni of the
papyrologisch instituut that illustrate the two faces of graeco roman egypt and show how they may be tied together

The Two Faces of January 2012-03-26
the two faces of american freedom boldly reinterprets the american political tradition from the colonial period to modern times placing
issues of race relations immigration and presidentialism in the context of shifting notions of empire and citizenship today while the u s
enjoys tremendous military and economic power citizens are increasingly insulated from everyday decision making this was not always the
case america aziz rana argues began as a settler society grounded in an ideal of freedom as the exercise of continuous self rule one that
joined direct political participation with economic independence however this vision of freedom was politically bound to the subordination
of marginalized groups especially slaves native americans and women these practices of liberty and exclusion were not separate currents
but rather two sides of the same coin however at crucial moments social movements sought to imagine freedom without either
subordination or empire by the mid twentieth century these efforts failed resulting in the rise of hierarchical state and corporate
institutions this new framework presented national and economic security as society s guiding commitments and nurtured a continual
extension of america s global reach rana envisions a democratic society that revives settler ideals but combines them with meaningful
inclusion for those currently at the margins of american life

The Two Faces of America 1998-01-01
uncovers hobbes s distinction between reasons of the good and the right which was a watershed in the history of ethics

The Two Faces of Graeco-Roman Egypt 2014-04-07
immune privilege was once thought to be the property of a few select sites that include the eye brain testis pregnant uterus and of all
things the hamster cheek pouch and was believed to be mainly based on sequestration behind blood tissue barriers this view has changed
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immune privilege is now considered to constitute a more general phenomenon through which tissues are able to actively direct and control
immune responses taking place in their territory to preserve their structural and functional integrity in the face of inflammatory processes
these positive aspects of immune privilege can be hijacked by tumors to their survival advantage and to the detriment of the host this
research topic dissects the beneficial and deleterious consequences of immune privilege in terms of the cellular and molecular mechanisms
that various tissues and tumors use each in its own fashion to regulate immune processes that affect them at the local and the systemic
level

The Two Faces of American Freedom 2018-11
why are some people free to move around the world while others are constrained for crossing borders this book challenges this crucial
injustice that creates inequalities in the face of global issues such as climate change wars diseases and other local risk factors the main
theme of this collective work is to consider the representation of human displacement as a moral barrier between expatriates and migrants
with the former being seen as unproblematic and desirable while the latter is portrayed as problematic and undesirable surveys show that
this binary categorization subsists on at least four continents stigmatizing different categories of people contributors are julia büchele clio
chaveneau milos debnar karine duplan abdoulaye gueye omar lizarraga and chie sakai

Hobbes and the Two Faces of Ethics 2014-11-19
this collection of micro didactics is dissimilar to all collections that have come before it it is the product of competing in two college literary
contests and the taking of a writing course the contests were at lamar state college in beaumont texas and eastfield college in mesquite
texas also a writing course offered by the long ridge writers group these were the reasons these works were created but what of the
sources its sources are as diverse as random chance will allow they are life experiences that have merged with the learning experiences in
the bizarre imagination of the author and tempered with elements from deep within two faces of beauty may well be called a multigenre
work but still major differences exist with this work not just being microdidactic that is the most possible information and instructions
compressed into the fewest possible words but the common threads that run through the entire book from work to work regardless of the
genre no matter short story essay autobiographical or poetry the threads are there the threads of duality justice poetic or otherwise and
truth this truth transcends mere research though research is critical in any story fiction or nonfiction i speak here of truth reflected by the
world in which we live these works are wide ranging and will take the reader from the mountaintops of the human experience to the depths
of despair with many stops in between the two

Good News - Bad News: The Two Faces of Immune Privilege 2022-11-21
jiwei ci explores the dual nature of justice to make unitary sense of key features of justice reflected in its close relation to resentment
punishment and forgiveness he probes the human psychology of justice to understand what motivates moral agents who seek to behave
justly and why their desire to be just is as precarious as it is uplifting
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Expatriation and Migration: Two Faces of the Same Coin 2016-03-22
tragedy has hit home for marshay cliff with the murder of her youngest son daniel who was accidentally shot in the head by a cousin while
the cousin played with a gun the murder is a crushing blow for marshay and she wants to die also the pain is too much for her to bear while
there are others hurting over the death of their grandson their brother their uncle and friend it is marshay who feels she has lost the most
for a parent to have to bury a child life itself seems to have been buried as well there no longer seems a reason to live but then pain clears
the vision of what life really entails life is not one sided parents who lose a child must find new ways to live in order to function while still
accepting and dealing with heartache and pain that comes with death of any kind the parent must also realize that she is not the only one
who hurts or suffers and that regardless of the loss many people suffer and feels pain due to the death of a loved one therefore marshay s
purpose in two faces equal one tear is to shed light upon all deceased and their hurting survivors she aims to demonstrate that though
everyone s pain is different and their suffering unique all can be united in grief no one should have to deal with the death of a loved one
alone especially the death of a child can the death of a child be overcome can love bring joy and happiness back after dealing with such
tragedy should parents deem their loss greater than the loss of another marshay attempts to answer all these questions and more enjoy the
story of tragedy love and god s purpose for life after death

Two Faces of Beauty 2006-05-15
ray davison an american hero is the story of a legendary vermont figure and a hero to many people the book covers the different periods of
his life when he was working as a teacher worker business man public servant and deputy chief for the fire department of the city of
vergennes it also touches briefly on the history of vermont three of its well known figures and on the breath and complexity of firefighting
in the 21st century ray davison an american hero is also an appreciation of two friends who very much admired and respected him and a
record of his outstanding commitment in helping people not only in the fire service but in all walks of life across the united states and
throughout the world finally it is an examination and review of all the changes that have taken place in the service from the days of siren
technology to the more complex legally sensitive and post september 11 realities of our times

The Two Faces of Justice 2021-07-12
jack stoner is having a bad day a psycho thief wants to kill him for being a snitch a serial killer has set him up as a murder suspect and he s
about to cross paths with an organized crime boss which will cause a sexy female f b i agent to enter his life and add to his troubles on top
of all this he s having problems remembering he is really a cop named jake slater who has been left undercover far too long follow him
through nevada s glitter towns on an emotional and action packed tour of the dirty little secret law enforcement calls undercover work
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Two Faces Equal One Tear 1992
chapter by j b braithwaite and b condon separately annotated

The Two Faces of Adam 2008-09-01
viggo mortensen kirsten dunst and oscar isaac star in this thriller adapted from patricia highsmith s novel by hossein amini who makes his
directorial debut in 1962 wealthy married couple chester and colette macfarland mortensen and dunst are in the acropolis of athens greece
when they meet shady tour guide rydal isaac rydal is immediately taken with the beautiful colette and doesn t hestitate when the couple
invite him to dine with them later in the evening however he begins to realise that chester is hiding a dark secret and soon finds himself
embroiled in murder rydal helps the macfarlands evade the authorities but his feelings for colette cause tension between him and chester
making the already precarious situation even more dangerous

Two Faces of Poetry 2003-06-13
this is a new release of the original 1944 edition

Two Faces Have I 1978
disha s cucet ug 2022 exam guide central universities common entrance test is a one stop solution for the central university common
entrance test an all india level examination conducted for admission in various central universities such as jnu bhu jmi tezpur visva bharti
etc the book includes well explained theory designed by experts and is strictly based on the exam pattern the book is divided into four
sections 1 quantitative aptitude 2 english usage vocabulary 3 reasoning 4 general knowledge more than 2500 questions for practice with
hints solutions previous paper of 2021 included for better understanding and to know the nature of actual paper

Two Faces of Deviance 2014
this is a textbook for an introductory combinatorics course that can take up one or two semesters an extensive list of problems ranging
from routine exercises to research questions is included in each section there are also exercises that contain material not explicitly
discussed in the preceding text so as to provide instructors with extra choices if they want to shift the emphasis of their course just as with
the first edition the new edition walks the reader through the classic parts of combinatorial enumeration and graph theory while also
discussing some recent progress in the area on the one hand providing material that will help students learn the basic techniques and on
the other hand showing that some questions at the forefront of research are comprehensible and accessible for the talented and hard
working undergraduate the basic topics discussed are the twelvefold way cycles in permutations the formula of inclusion and exclusion the
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notion of graphs and trees matchings and eulerian and hamiltonian cycles the selected advanced topics are ramsey theory pattern
avoidance the probabilistic method partially ordered sets and algorithms and complexity as the goal of the book is to encourage students to
learn more combinatorics every effort has been made to provide them with a not only useful but also enjoyable and engaging reading

The two faces of January 1877
this book presents to the reader a modern axiomatic construction of three dimensional euclidean geometry in a rigorous and accessible
form it is helpful for high school teachers who are interested in the modernization of the teaching of geometry

Official Gazette of the United States Patent Office 2013-10

Two Faces of Love 1962

CUCET UI (Undergraduate/ Integrated) 2022 Guide for Test Paper Code UI-QP-02 -
Central Universities Common Entrance Test for University Admission 1930

The Two Faces of TASS 2006

Professional Paper 1982-01-01

A Walk Through Combinatorics 1650

Man with Two Faces 1862
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The Temple: Especially as it Stood in the Dayes of Our Saviour 2020-11-25

Barnard's American journal of education

Foundations of Three-Dimensional Euclidean Geometry
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